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Abstract

The impressive diversity related to etiologic factors and the distinctive genetic and immunological behavior attained by various conditions
represent the fundamental reasons for high-rated inefficient and eventual hazardous strategies entailed by conventional healthcare practice.
Thanks to the tremendous progress reported in nanotechnology during the last decades, various unconventional and promising strategies
have been successfully developed and examined with respect to potential genuine biomedical applications. Given the amazing possibility
to manipulate matter at a molecular and atomic level and the incessant need to design and implement personalized therapies, various
nanosized systems have thus been engineered. Among the newly developed nanomaterials, metallic nanoparticles have gain attention
during the intense biomedical research activity, thanks to their peculiar size-conditioned properties. An efficient therapeutic strategy begins
with an accurate diagnosis result, so the immediate requirement of such specific detection tools is conspicuous. The use of silver and gold
in day-to-day activities is acknowledged since ancient times, but the novel technological opportunities extended their particular applications
towards personalized medicine. It is worthy to mention that the unexpected nanodimension-related features of the aforementioned noble metals
strongly recommend them for a large number of current applications in nanomedicine, including novel and specific metallic nanostructures
used in diagnostics.
Keywords: nanotechnology, silver nanoparticles, gold nanoparticles, molecular biosensing, biomedical imaging.

 Introduction
The current medical healthcare system still reports
alarming inefficiency and side effects in conventional
therapies, but in the light of new emerging pathologies,
because of human genetic complexity, there is an obvious
necessity to develop new systems that provide accurate
diagnosis and personalized treatment tools for patients.
According to the currently available etiologic, epidemiologic and therapeutic data on specific microbial infections, the alarming phenomenon regarding the development and enhancement of conventional therapy resistance is well known due to the actual difficulty encountered in the accurate detection and treatment of such
pathologies [1–3]. For this reason, research recently turned
its attention towards the development and clinical use of
peculiar designed structures that provide targeted diagnosis
and treatment for infectious diseases. Likewise, the impressive structural, genetic and behavioral diversity found
in various types of cancer cells alerted the world medical
community in such a way that the current medical research
is targeted towards the detection of biological molecular
markers that provide specific tumor diagnosis [4–8].
Furthermore, the limited efficiency and potential side
effects reported in conventional antitumor treatment –
radiotherapy, chemotherapy and surgery [9–12] – encouraged the development of novel specific molecular systems
that provide accurate diagnosis and proper therapy for
tumor structures [1, 13, 14]. By also considering the genetic
and immunological versatility underlying degenerative
pathologies [15–17] and genetic disorders [18–21], there is
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a large interest in early diagnosis methods for such diseases,
in order to provide feasible treatment strategies.
Considering the principles of life science, material
engineering, regenerative medicine and modern healthcare
practice, the recently reported nanotechnologies made
remarkable progress in various fields, including medicine
[1, 14]. Given the versatile synthesis methods of this
novel and powerful trend – which allows molecular and
atomic manipulation of matter and a wide applicability
for a large number of materials from various domains [22,
23] – there are already reports of some specific potential
applications for nanotechnologies in the biomedical field,
such as targeted and controlled drug delivery systems [24–
26], biomedical imaging [27–29], gene therapy [28, 30, 31]
and antitumor therapy [29, 32, 33], tissue engineering
[34, 35]. Although the goal of a personalized therapy still
represents a challenge for the medical and scientific world,
the productive convergence of nanotechnology and medical
research enables tremendous possibilities to engineer novel
organic or inorganic, natural or synthetic, composite or
hybrid systems, which represent excellent candidates for
individual medical healthcare strategies [24, 26, 28, 32,
34].
Thanks to their specific physical and chemical properties, metallic materials seem to be ideal targets for
nanotechnologies, in order to develop new low-dimensional systems for biomedical applications. The available
bottom-up (starting from bulk materials) and top-down
(starting from molecular and atomic structures) synthesis
methods offer unlimited possibilities to engineer nanosized
metal-based systems, which exhibit unique structural,
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morphological and functional properties due to their
specific high surface/volume ratio [22, 29, 36, 37]. The
tremendous versatility in fabricating low-dimensional
systems (including physical, chemical, biological and
biomimetic approaches) provides the opportunity to create
various metallic particles, with nanoscale dimensions
(2–100 nm) and different morphologies (sphere, cube,
polyhedron, triangle, hexagon, polygon, plate, rod, wire,
ribbon, inflorescence), distinguished by peculiar dimension-subjected properties [37–39]. The dimensional and
morphological features of metallic nanodevices enable
proper interaction with physiological and pathological
structures, while specific physical and chemical properties
provide unlimited functionalization possibilities (by using
various natural or synthetic and simple or complex structures, such as metallic or ceramic coatings, polymeric
molecules, amino acids, peptides, proteins, enzymes,
polysaccharides, nucleic acids, antibodies), all in order
to minimize potential side effects and to encourage the
development of novel nanosized metal-based functional
structures [29, 38–40].
All the specific properties of metallic nanostructures
strongly recommend them to be used in various biomedical
applications, including the development of metal-based
tools for diagnosis. Therefore, we propose in the following
paragraphs an overview of the latest metallic nanosystems,
engineered and assigned for the benefit of novel medical
diagnosis strategies.
 Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs)
As a result of its historically acknowledged biocide
activity, silver has been used in manifold day-to-day activities and unconventional medical practices for a long
time [41–43]. The immediate demand of modern world
regarding novel materials and improved medical devices
along with the tremendous improvement of nanotechnologies, led to genuine engineered silver-based materials,
which are currently intensely investigated regarding their
antibacterial [44–48], antifungal [42, 48, 49], antiviral
[42, 50, 51], anti-inflammatory [24, 42, 52, 53] and antitumor [42, 51, 54, 55] effect. As we propose to point out
in the subsequent paragraphs, various nanotechnologybased synthesis methods were successfully applied to
design silver nanostructures, distinguished by a wide
variety of dimensional and morphological features.
Obtaining methods
The impressive progress in matter manipulation led to
the development of various synthesis methods for silverbased nanomaterials, which are specifically classified
by their physical and chemical fundamentals. Thus, the
current process in obtaining low-dimensional structures
of the aforementioned noble metal employs distinctive
synthetic approaches – such as physical, chemical and
biological – whose features will be revealed in the following paragraphs.
During the physical method processes, AgNPs can
be easily synthesized by considering the evaporationcondensation phenomena of bulk silver [44, 56]. Various
external energies encourage the formation of metal species
inside different inert atmospheres of the experimental
equipment’s working enclosures, which are subsequently

carried to suitable substrates [57, 58]. Thus, several physical
methods have been successfully used in experimental
research studies to produce high purity nanosized silver
particles, with preferential distinctive sphere-like morphology, uniform and reduced size distribution, such as
thermal plasma [59–63], radiofrequency sputtering [64–
67], arc discharge [68–71], ion implantation [72–74],
pyrolysis [75–77], laser ablation [78–82].
The chemical route for AgNPs synthesis involves
electrochemical and controlled degradation processes of
the organometallic precursors (silver metallic salts), in
order to produce colloidal suspensions that are stable in
aqueous or organic solvents [83, 84]. The proper adjustment of reaction parameters – such as temperature, pH,
reagent concentration, reducing agent and stabilizer –
enables the facile manipulation of nucleation, incubation
and maturation processes involved in particle formation,
in order to manufacture high purity and with controllable
size and shape AgNPs [44, 56, 84]. Promising results have
been reported regarding silver nanosized particle synthesis
by using various inorganic (sodium borohydride [84–86],
hydrazine [86–88], dimethylformamide [88, 89]) and
organic (amines [88, 89], aldehyde [90], polysaccharides
[91–93], peptides and proteins [88, 89, 94], alcohols [95,
96]) reducing agents, but also by using various stabilizers
such as carboxylic acids [97, 98] and amino acids [99],
amines [95, 100], polymers [86, 101], ionic or non-ionic
surfactants [102–104] and dendrimers [105, 106]. Successful
results regarding AgNPs synthesis in liquid phase have
also been reported by several experimental studies that
used different external energy sources during the chemical
formation processes. Thus, various morphologies of silver
nanosized particles were acquired by using ultrasound
[107–109] and electromagnetic (UV light [110, 111], VIS
light [112, 113], γ radiation [98, 114, 115], microwave
[90, 103, 116]) irradiation synthesis.
In order to overcome the main drawbacks of physical
(expensive acquisition and further maintenance of the
equipment) and chemical (biological and environmental
risk) synthetic approaches, the researchers tested and
promoted the biological route for AgNPs synthesis [43,
117, 118]. The novel trend of bottom-up biosynthesis
permits the fabrication of homogenous and controllable
shape and dimension particles, by suitable revaluation of
the reducing and antioxidant properties of plant extracts
and by the proper use of bioreduction mechanisms common
in various microorganisms [43, 50, 119]. Considering the
dual activity (reducing and stabilizer agent) of specific
phytochemicals procured from vegetal organisms, exciting
results have been reported through the use of plant extracts
from pepper [120, 121], garlic [122, 123], basil [119,
124, 125], camphor tree [118, 126], blueberry [127, 128],
blackberry [128], coconut [129, 130], banana [131, 132].
Also, AgNPs biological manufacture was successfully
performed by using extracellular synthesis of various
bacterial strains (Escherichia coli [133, 134], Klebsiella
pneumoniae [135, 136], Pseudomonas aeruginosa [137]
and Staphylococcus aureus [134, 138]) and fungal strains
(Aspergillus spp. [139, 140], Candida spp. [141, 142],
Cladosporium spp. [134], Fusarium spp. [126, 143],
Penicillium spp. [144], Trichoderma spp. [145, 146]).
Each of the aforementioned synthesis paths may own
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its peculiar advantages and disadvantages, but considering
the final application of silver nanostructures, the physical
and chemical versatility of bulk silver and silver-based
compounds, and also the tremendous progress recently
reported in technology, there is an impressive diversity in
experimentally synthesizing AgNPs of controllable size
and morphology.
The efficiency of silver-based nanosized structures
designed for medical diagnosis applications significantly
depends on AgNPs properties, such as dimension, shape,
particle distribution, surface physics and chemistry, optical
properties. As it will be revealed in the following paragraphs, the unique features of silver nanoparticles have
been intensively explored, in order to develop novel silverbased nanosystems for diagnosis.
Molecular biosensing
Specific detection of various disorders still represents
a real challenge in modern diagnosis and is the main drive
for researchers to develop novel reusable, personalized
and sensitive pathological detection tools. Considering
the discreet properties of silver at the nanoscale, newengineered systems based on AgNPs proved to fulfill the
optimal requirements for biological molecular sensors.
A recent experimental study performed by Ren et al.
[147] exposed the possibility to produce novel sensors
based on silver nanoparticles self-assembled into diatom
frustules, for improved specificity and sensitivity of
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) sensors.
Synthetic silica was produced from Pinnularia spp. marine
microorganisms by biomimetic mechanisms and subsequently immersed into a colloidal suspension of silver
particles with nanometric dimensions (50–150 nm), produced by a facile chemical route (by using boiling reaction
of AgNO3 aqueous solution and sodium citrate). Rhodamine
6G dye was examined in resonance and non-resonance
conditions by using both the experimental manufactured
sensors and the conventional sensors (consisting of AgNPs
on glass). The experimental data related to the proposed
AgNPs-based sensors showed 4–6 times (for resonance
conditions) and 9–12 times (for non-resonance conditions)
improved sensitivity to detect the dye, results which significantly increase the enhancement factor of SERS sensors.
According to the authors, the experimental structures can
further be used to produce more accurate sensors for
molecular physiological and pathological detection.
The impressive properties exhibited by silver nanoparticles in optically active substrates give rise to opportunities for novel molecular sensing tools, a hallmark of
other research studies. Thus, specific aligned and high
sensitivity thin layers based on silver nanowires with 80–
100 nm diameter and 1.6–2 μm length were successfully
formed on the inner surface of glass capillaries, in order
to produce portable, reusable and durable substrates for
molecular SERS sensors [148]. Also, AgNPs-based plasmon-active substrates for molecular detection devices
were successfully produced by chemical synthesis [149–
151], soft lithography [152], electron lithography [153]
and pulsed laser ablation [154]. Specific detection of
microbial membrane molecules may be feasible thanks to
the promising plasmonic properties attributed to silver
nanocubes coated with silica [155] or polymer [156],
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that provides suitable platforms for microorganism sensing
assays.
The research study performed by Karabchevsky et al.
[157] reports the nano-silver structural modification of
glass electrodes, in order to produce sensitive sensors
for reduced concentrations of endocrine hormones, such
as estrone. By using evaporative deposition of bulk silver,
a thin layer of silver (47 nm) was deposited on the glass
substrate. Furthermore, 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (11MUA) was used to protect the silver nanolayer and N,N’dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) were used to encourage reactive silver surfaces, in order to specifically immobilize rabbit anti-estrone
IgG antibodies. The experimental luminescence results
showed successful immobilization of the specific immunoglobulin on thin silver nanolayers. The sensitivity assays
based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technique
against female synthetic estrone solution revealed a
continuous increase of the SPR angle, depending on the
hormone concentrations, which proved the specific sensing
of the designed silver-based sensors.
The successful use of triangular AgNPs to produce
sensitive nanosensors for p53 protein (specific molecular
structure involves in head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma) was reported by Zhou et al. [158]. By using
a thermal evaporation process, a 50 nm layer of silver was
deposited onto the glass substrates that have been previously spin-coated with commercially nanosphere solution.
The further sonication enabled the removal of the nanospheres and the formation of AgNPs, thus obtaining a
triangle-like silver nanoarray (120 nm in-plane widths and
40 nm out-of-plane heights) by nanosphere litography.
11-MUA and 1-octanethiol (1-OT) were used to produce
a self-assembled protective monolayer, while 1-ethyl3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride
(EDC) and sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide (S-NHS) were
used to encourage the binding of specific monoclonal
mouse p53 antibodies. The localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) performed in vitro against human serum
samples showed a significant peak shift for cancer-sick
patients, compared to healthy patients. Thus, this study
promotes a novel AgNPs-based LSPR biosensor for
sensitive detection of human p53 tumor protein.
A research study regarding the tremendous opportunity to develop new chemotherapeutics by developing
novel sensing tools to evaluate the interactions between
p53 protein and mouse double minute protein (MDM2)
was performed by Robson et al. [159]. Their experimental
activity considered the specific synthesis of 40 nm AgNPs
reduced by ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and
further conjugation with 12.1 peptides (part of p53 mimics
peptides with high affinity for MDM2 hydrophobic Nterminal) previously modified with benzotriazole (BT) dyes.
The SERS results showed a specific dependence of the
signal intensity on MDM2 concentration, while the SERS,
dynamic light scattering (DLS) and extinction spectroscopy
data were successfully used to investigate the allosteric
interactions between MDM2 and AgNPs-based system, in
order to further produce potential antitumor drugs.
Considering the cumulative attractive properties of
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and silver (Ag)
and gold (Au) nanoparticles, Zhang et al. [160] recently
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developed a promising biosensing device based on a
carbon electrode modified with ~25 nm spherical Au–Ag
alloy NPs coated onto MWCNTs surface, for gastric cancer
specific volatile metabolites. The specific sensitive activity
of the designed sensor was assessed during in vitro tests
against human gastric cancer cell line (MGC-803) and
healthy human gastric epithelial mucosa (GES-1), and
the subsequent evaluation of cell culture supernatants by
mixed HS-SPME/GC-MS (headspace solid-phase microextraction/gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy) analytical method. The experimental results showed significant levels of alcohols and aldehydes in the tumor cell
media, due to the intense enzymatic activity of aldehyde
dehydrogenase in MGC-803 cancer cells. The potential
application of such biosensor for gastric cancer early
detection was also confirmed after electrochemical measurements, which showed specific activity in MGC-803
tumor cells detection.
In order to provide a specific detection of trypsin
(digestive enzyme produced by pancreatic acinar cells)
Hong et al. [161] designed a free-label biosensing assay
by using silver nanoclusters (AgNCs) and cytochrome c
(cyt c). First, spherical silver nanoclusters with 2 nm average size, high negative electric charge and high fluorescent
emission were produce by using DNA oligonucleotide as
a template. To create the specific sensing structure for
trypsin, a hybrid complex consisting of AgNCs and positively charged cyt c was further produced, and the analytical experimental data showed a strong inhibition effect
of the metalloprotein against oligonucleotide-templated
AgNCs fluorescence spectra. By adding trypsin solution
to the hybrid silver-based nanosystem, a specific cyt c
hydrolysis occurs and the fluorescent emission of AgNCs
is significantly restored depending on enzyme amount.
Considering the reported results of the study, a novel nanosilver-based sensing system was designed for specific
detection of exocrine pancreas enzymatic disorders.
Specific diagnosis of glucose disorders is a current
concern for the medical world and this troubling situation
lately led to the development of several silver-based
sensors [162–164]. By using an electrochemical synthesis
method, Ma et al. [165] successfully produced a novel
sensing device based on indium tin oxide (ITO) conductive glass, dendritic silver nanoparticles with diameters
ranging from 70 nm to 280 nm, 50–100 nm thickness
dielectric polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) layer and high purity
silver slice. The experimental UV–VIS absorption spectra
of the designed system against various glucose aqueous
solutions showed distinctive absorption peaks with specific
slight red shifts, depending on the various refractive
indexes of glucose concentration solutions. Furthermore,
the researchers showed easy removal of the glucose
solution from the sensor’s surface and significant color
modification thanks to the red shift phenomena, which
significantly converts the device into a long-term reusable
sensor for the naked eye observation of glucose levels.
Considering the impressive diversity of pathogenic
molecular structures and the current concerning phenomenon of low specific and non-sensitive diagnosis tools,
there is an immediate demand to develop improved and
more accurate detection systems. Thanks to their attractive
plasmonic properties, specific surface chemical versatility

and high affinity for negative charged pathogenic and nonpathogenic structures, AgNPs proved to be the optimal
candidates for novel molecular detection devices, thus
being used in specific detection of various pathogenic
functional groups or molecules, such as amino acids [166,
167], proteins [168, 169], enzymes [159, 170], antibodies
[171, 172], nucleic acids [149, 173–175] and saccharides
[161–163].
Biomedical imaging
The optical features of silver nanoparticles – strongly
affected by dimension and morphology [43, 53] – enabled
their successful use in promoting novel AgNPs-based
tools for biomedical imaging. The development of such
diagnostic devices often involves specific binding of
conventional imaging agents and requires specific identification of pathological molecular structures and proper
revaluation of silver nanoscale features (optical and electrical properties, chemical reactivity, dynamic behavior,
anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial effects). As it will
be revealed in the following paragraphs, various silverbased systems have been engineered and evaluated for
medical imaging diagnostic applications.
A silver-based plasmonic tool for specific imaging of
cellular internalization studies was recently developed by
Braun et al. [176]. Spherical silver nanosized particles
were coated with specific C-terminal peptides conjugated
into a NeutrAvidin (NA) shell and further covered with
fluorescent green CF488 dye-labeled polyethylene glycol
(PEG). In order to provide specific imaging for intracellular AgNPs, a silver etching solution consisting in
hexacyanoferrate (HCF) and thiosulfate (TS) was used
during the in vitro assays, which were evaluated against
human prostatic cancer PPC-1 cell line. According to
the authors, the HCF-TS redox mixture enabled the nontoxic and fast dissolution of extracellular AgNPs, while
the intracellular metal nanoparticles were protected by
cellular substances. Thus, the fluorescence microscopy
showed specific yellow high fluorescent images for the
particles inside the culture cells, while the dark field
microscopy evaluations showed characteristic red-shifted
AgNPs clusters near cell’s nuclei. Furthermore, the toxicity
of AgNPs and etching solution was evaluated by in vivo
assays performed against albino mice and the reported
results showed normal hepatic enzymes and renal metabolites, specific to a non-pathological activity. The experimentally designed nanodevice revealed significant results
for specific tumor cell detection, while the NA-conjugated
peptides exhibit ideal binding sites for antitumor drugs,
in order to build a novel AgNPs-based nanosystem for
cancer specific detection and treatment.
An attractive approach to produce AgNPs-based tumor
imaging systems was performed by Gao et al. [177]. Due
to their intense proliferative activity, cancerous cells
exhibit significant higher concentrations of glutathione
(GSH) and oxidized glutathione disulfide (GSSG), compared to healthy eukaryote cells. Considering this condition, the authors of this research study evaluated in situ
obtaining of self-imaging silver nanoclusters by spontaneous biosynthesis mechanism of [Ag(GHS)]+ silver salt
incubated within human liver hepatocellular carcinoma
HepG2, human lung adenocarcinoma A549 and human
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cervix adenocarcinoma HeLa cell lines. Specific sphere
morphology and uniform dimension (1.1±0.2 nm) particles
were thus synthesized, and the in vitro cytotoxicity assay
performed against HeLa cell cultures and human healthy
embryo liver (L02) cell cultures showed significant tumor
cell death after 72 h of incubation, compared to more than
80% healthy cell viability. Confocal fluorescence microscopy was used to examine the in vitro imaging assays,
performed on cancerous and healthy cell lines in [Ag(GHS)]+
and high glucose (control) media. The 24 h reported data
showed significant NIR fluorescence signals for HepG2,
A549 and HeLa cells, compared to the drastically reduced
signal assigned to L02 cell cultures. Also, to fortify the
in vitro promising results, nude mice with cervical carcinoma xenografted tumors were intravenously or local
inoculated with silver salt solutions to evaluate the in vivo
potential tumor diagnosis, up to 14 days. According to the
reported data, specific NIR fluorescence images were
collected for cancerous tissues and the histological ex vivo
examination showed normal vital organ tissues.
Another study – performed by Mukherjee et al. [178] –
reveals the possibility to produce a novel silver-based tool
for diagnostic imaging by using biosynthesized AgNPs,
obtained thanks to the specific reducing and capping
activities of Olax scandens (subspecies of Oleaceae family)
leaf extract against AgNO3 salts. Considering the presence
of specific phytochemicals with significant fluorescence
properties from the methanolic leaf extract, the biological
obtained spherical AgNPs (20–60 nm) could easily be
investigated for their bioimaging potential. In order to
evaluate the cytotoxic effects and imaging ability of AgNPs
against cancerous cells, in vitro assays were performed
against A549 and mouse melanoma (B16) cell lines. The
MTT cytotoxicity assays revealed significant anti-proliferative activities of AgNPs against tumor cell cultures,
while the fluorescence microscopy showed specific red
fluorescent images for both A549 and B16 cells.
Xia et al. [179] reported the successful use of spherical
AgNP dimers coated with silica for cancerous cells
imaging. By using CF3COOAg and ethylene glycol, 60 nm
silver nanocubes were obtained at first, that were further
suspended in dispersed polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) –
ethanol mixture and treated with Fe(NO3)3 aqueous solution,
in order to produce 50 nm silver nanosphere dimers. The
subsequent functionalization of the synthesized AgNPs
was performed by using 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA),
silica shell and specific conjugation of human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 antibodies (anti-HER2). The
imaging potential of the AgNPs was evaluated during
in vitro assays, that were performed against previously
fluorescein isothiocyanate SERS-labeled human breast
adenocarcinoma SK-BR-3 (that overexpress HER2 gene
product) and human glioblastoma astrocytoma U-87 MG
(as negative control) cell lines. The silver nanodimers
showed specific SERS signal for SK-BR-3 cell cultures,
compared to the lack of SERS activity in U-87 MG cells.
Also, the silver-based dimer revealed the strongest SERS
signal during in vitro SK-BR-3 cells evaluation, compared
to conventional 60 nm silver nanocubes and 50 nm silver
nanospheres, which give the possibility to use the AgNP
dimers in further SERS imaging for early breast cancer
detection.
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Various specific features of AgNPs were revaluated
by Zou et al. [180] during their research study regarding
micro-computer tomography (CT) imaging of silver nanoparticles used for in vivo treatment of chronic otitis media
against rats. 117±24 nm polyhedral silver particles coated
with PVP stabilizer were dispersed and trans-tympanic
injected to the animal models. The microCT images showed
AgNPs dynamic motion towards inner ear, by specific
crossing of round and oval windows and large ability to
access various regions of the ear (depending on the AgNPs
dosage). The microbial properties of silver nanoparticles
strongly recommend their as chronic otitis therapeutic
agent, while the optical and surface chemistry features of
this structures enable the suitable development of targeted
drug delivery systems with specific microCT imaging of
the dynamic healing process.
A promising streptavidin-conjugated aptamer-functionalized AgNPs system designed for intracellular protein
imaging was performed by Chen et al. [181]. The potential
use of the AgNPs as imaging agents for future diagnostic
applications was evaluated by in vitro assays, which showed
significant enhanced fluorescent signals for the silverbased detection tools during dark field microscopy and
transmission electron microscopy examinations. A similar
experimental nanosystem – based on AgNP core, gold
(Au) shell and aptamer functional layer – was developed
by Hu et al. [182] and it was successfully in vitro evaluated
for specific and sensitive detection and imaging of plateletderived growth factor-BB protein.
Thanks to their peculiar properties, AgNPs represent
an attractive source for new and improved medical imaging
techniques. The potential use of silver nanosized structures
for various tumor tissue imaging is the most explored
application, due to the current non-specific diagnostic tools
and thanks to the considerable progress of immunohistochemistry. It is important to note that various silver-based
detection devices were recently developed to enable specific
and sensitive bioimaging of severe non-cancerous disorders,
such as neurodegenerative disorders [183, 184] and cardiovascular disorders [185, 186].
 Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
Lately, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have been intensively used in biomedical applications like: (1) vaccines
[187, 188]; (2) transfection [189, 190]; (3) cancer therapy
by photothermal activation and/or drug delivery [191–
195]; (4) biomedical sensors [196–198]; (5) imaging diagnostics [199–201]; (6) cosmetics [202]; etc. This reason
interest in AuNPs for medical purposes is given by their
properties: (1) photoactivation capability; (2) inert
character; (3) biocompatibility; (4) easily and high yield
obtaining methods; etc.
One important property of gold nanoparticles is given
by their capability of photoactivation by means of surface
plasmon resonance, manifested by the rise of absorption
band in VIS, because the free electrons in the conduction
band suffer a collective resonant oscillation when the
metal is irradiated with an incident light [203].
Obtaining methods
There are several approaches for AuNPs obtaining,
which can be classified as chemical, electrochemical or
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physical methods. In the first category, we recall the (1)
citrate reduction [204], (2) the Brust–Schiffrin method
[205], (3) the sodium borohydride reduction [206], as the
most encountered methods for gold nanoparticle synthesis.
Nowadays, the reduction of Au salts is done in very
different non-toxic reducing media and even in living
organisms, which have the ability to produce metal ions.
This approach is referred to as green synthesis of nanoparticles, which offers some advantages like: (1) no harmful
impact of the environment; (2) high yield synthesis; (3)
homogeneity in size and morphology of the resulted gold
nanoparticles; (4) higher biocompatibility.
The electrochemical approach is used to obtain highly

biocompatible gold nanoparticles in electrode cells, by
oxidizing the anode to produce metal ions, which are
further reduced on the surface of the cathode. Surfactants
can be used in order to control the size and dispersion of
the resulted particles.
Regarding the physical methods used for AuNPs
obtaining, we can name the γ-irradiation method [207],
UV irradiation [208], or microwave irradiation [209].
Despite of their denomination, these methods are actually
a combination of physical and chemical methods, as
they suppose the use of Au salts as precursors and weak
reducing agents, the reaction being triggered by giving
an external energy to the system (Tables 1 and 2).

Table 1 – Classical obtaining methods for gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
Class

Method

System description
Applications
References
Highly functional
HAuCl4·nH2O reduced in trisodium citrate, at boiling
[210, 211]
point
nanoparticles
Citrate reduction
0
KAuCl4 reduced in trisodium citrate at 75 C
–
[212]
HAuCl4 reduced in sodium borohydride and
Rheumatoid arthritis
Chemical
water/toluene; thiol capping agent; pegylated[213]
diagnostic and
Sodium borohydride
poly(DL-lactic-co-glycolic acid) nanospheres
treatment
encapsulation and methotrexate loading
reduction
Deep UV imaging of
HAuCl4 reduced by tryptophan and sodium
[214]
borohydride
microbial cells
Deposition on indium tin oxide glass
Biosensors
[215]
Electrochemical
Deposition
Deposition on graphite rod
Glucose biosensing
[216]
HAuCl4·3H2O G5-NH2 PMAM dendrimers under
–
[217]
γ-irradiation (75 Gy/min., 125 min.)
γ-Irradiation method
HAuCl4·3H2O reduction in sodium alginate under
–
[218]
8 kGy γ-irradiation
HAuCl4 reduction in poly(vinyl pyrrolidone), poly(vinyl
Physico-chemical
UV irradiation
–
[219]
alcohol) and citric acid, under UV irradiation
HAuCl4 reduced in Cissus quadrangularis extract,
Microwave irradiation
–
[220]
via microwave irradiation
Electronic
Electrospray-assisted Electrosprayed aerosol of HAuCl4 into a octadecyl[221]
aminomethanol and cyclohexane bath
applications
chemical reduction
Nd:YAG laser, double-pulse mode, 1064 nm
–
[222]
Laser ablation
Nd:YAG laser, 1064 nm, in deionized water and
–
[223]
aqueous chitosan solutions
Physical
Atmospheric plasma synthesis using HAuCl4,
Plasma synthesis
–
[224]
chitosan and N-tert-butyl-α-phenylnitrone
HAuCl4 reduction by UV irradiation, with no additional
UV irradiation
–
[225]
substances

Table 2 – Green methods for gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) obtaining
Method type

System description

Function

Evaluation
References
Reduction of 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) to
Catalytic
Pleurotus florida glucan reduced
[226]
4-aminophenol (4-AP), in the presence
HAuCl4
activity
of sodium borohydride
Plant extract
Antibacterial In vitro anti-bacterial activity against E. coli,
Commelina nudiflora extract reduced
reduction
[227]
and antioxidant
S. aureus, E. faecalis, S. typhi; in vitro
tetrachloroaurate salt
activity
DPPH and ABTS antioxidant assays
Antifungal
In vitro antifungal activity; in vitro
α-NADPH-dependent sulfite reductase
[228]
purified from Escherichia coli
activity
biocompatibility for Vero and Hep-2 cells
Intracellular synthesis using
–
–
[229]
Living organisms
Tetraselmis kochinensis alga
production
Aspergillus fumigatus intracellular
–
–
[230]
synthesis

Molecular biosensors
A biosensor is a device capable of analytical detection,
based on combining a biological component with a physicochemical detector. It is composed of: (1) a biological
element/biologically derived/biomimetic component, which
recognizes the targeted analyte; (2) a transducer, which
converts the interaction signal in other type of signal
(voltage); (3) the electronic system analyzing the received
signal [203].

The growing interest for AuNPs in molecular biosensors is given by the special properties offered by these
nanoparticles, such as: (1) optical properties; (2) conductivity; (3) catalytic properties; (4) high surface-to-volume
ratio; (5) high density; (6) high surface energy, hence
reactivity. The most important property of gold nanoparticles, which makes them useful in such sensing applications, is given by the surface plasmon resonance and
the ability of AuNPs to transfer electrons in a fast and
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direct manner from electroactive species to the electrodes.
Moreover, these particles have the ability to assure signal
amplification, due to the light-scattering properties and
local electromagnetic field enhancement capability [203].
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The resulted molecular biosensor must provide the
following properties: (1) high sensitivity; (2) fast response;
(3) high selectivity; (4) sigh stability; (5) low implementation cost [203] (Table 3).

Table 3 – Examples of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)-based molecular biosensors
Type

System description
Application
Molecularly imprinted polymer
membrane–glassy carbon
Cholesterol detection
electrode–multi-walled carbon
nanotubes–AuNPs
Fe@AuNPs–2-aminoethanethiolcarbon nanotubes–modified glassy
Cefexime detection
carbon electrode obtained in cyclic
voltammetry in presence of pyrrole
AuNPs/toluidine blue–grapheme
oxide modified electrode

Electrochemical

Optical

SBA-N-propylpipyrazine-N(2-mercaptopropane-1-one)
mesoporous–AuNPs–screenprinted graphite electrode

Piezoelectric

G-quadruplex (G4)
DNA–drug interaction

Single-stranded (ss)
DNA hybridization
biosensor

DNA capture probe–graphene/Au
nanorod/polythionine–glassy
carbon electrode

Human
papillomavirus
detection

AuNPs assembled film–
polyelectrolyte multilayer modified
sidewall of unclad optical fiber

Immunosensor

AuNPs/6-mercaptohexan-1-ol/
gelatin

−10

Detection limit 1.0×10 –1.0×10
−11
and 2.2×10 M

−8

M

Decreased currents proportional to the
logarithm of DNA concentration in
Multidrug resistance
differential pulse voltammetry in the range
gene detection
−11
−9
1.0×10 –1.0×10 M with a detection
−12
limit of 2.95×10 M (at an S/N of 3).

AuNPs–multiwalled carbon
nanotubes–Au electrode

AuNPs–cylindrical nanofibers
of poly(vinylidene fluoride)

Evaluation
Cyclic voltammetry, differential pulse
−13
voltammetry; linear response 1×10
−9
−1
and 1×10 mol L , limit of detection
−14
−1
3.3×10 mol L

High-sensitivity for the
label-free sensing of
biomaterials
Optical biosensing
platform for a
proteinase activity
assay

Quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM)–gold nanoparticles–
secondary antibodies goat antimouse IgG

Immunodetection of
small molecules

Thiolated single-stranded (ss)
DNA–AuNPs–thiolated Au
electrode-quartz crystal
microbalance

E. coli O157:H7
detection

Biomedical imaging
Gold nanoparticles have been already approved by
Food and Drug Administration to be used in biomedical
applications. One example is NanospectraAuroShell particles
[242] with applications in the photothermal ablation of
solid tumors and potential use as contrast agent in different medical imaging techniques, like optical coherence
tomography, photoacoustic tomography, radiolabeling,
narrowband imaging, enhanced fluorescence and twophoton luminescence.
AuNPs can be used in various biomedical imaging
techniques, such as optical (photoacoustic [243–245],

Cyclic voltammetry interaction of
Cephalexin with G4DNA
Cyclic voltammetry measurements of
ssDNA hybridization assessed by the
reduction peak current of methylene blue;
−15
the concentration range 1.0×10 –
−8
1.0×10 M with the detection limit
−16
3.3×10 M (3σ); detection of
−1
10 CFU mL of S. aureus in the tap water
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
and differential pulse voltammetry using
2+
[Ru(phen)3] as redox indicator for the
coupling reaction of target DNA to capture
–13
DNA; range of detection of 1.0×10 to
–10
1.0×10 mol/L with a detection limit of
–14
4.03×10 mol/L
Capability to detect the bulk phase
refractive index changes and antibodies
assays; the sensitivities are 13.09 AU/RIU
(R=0.9678) for 48-nm Au and 5.85 AU/RIU
(R=0.9666)
Polarized UV–VIS extinction spectroscopy
showing improved refractive index
sensitivity (over 500 nm/RI unit maximum)
Proteinase digestion of gelatin increases
the interactions between AuNPs, which
aggregate determining a red shift visible
with naked eye
Linear relationship with 2,4-D
concentrations in the range of 13.3–
666.7 ng/mL; detection limit at about
13.0 ng/mL
Hybridization determines a mass change;
cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical
2
impedance spectroscopy; 1.2×10 colony
forming unit (CFU)/mL E. coli O157:H7
cells can be detected

Reference
[231]

[232]

[233]

[234]

[235]

[236]

[237]

[238]

[239]

[240]

[241]

surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy SERS [246, 247],
X-ray imaging [248–252], single-photon emission computed tomography SPECT and positron emission tomography PET [253].
The applications of gold nanoparticles in optical
imaging techniques is determined by its absorption
capability and scattering properties, while in X-ray and
MRI, besides of the high absorption, the high density is
also implied. The high tissue permeability of AuNPs
makes them useful in SPECT and PET imaging, when
labeled with different radioisotopes. However, a recent
trend in developing gold nanoparticle-based contrast
agents consists in obtaining multimodal imaging systems,
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suitable for more than two techniques; these materials
are usually multifunctional platforms, offering a facility

for both diagnosis and therapy (by means of photothermal
ablation of tumor cells) (Table 4).

Table 4 – Examples of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)-based systems for biomedical imaging
Imaging technique

System description

Fluorescence
imaging

Red dye–AuNPs–DSPE–
poly ethylene glycol

Application
Targeted imaging of tumors
using fluorescence
SPECT/CT

Acetylated dendrimer–
AuNPs

CT imaging of cancer cells

PEG–dendrimer–AuNPs

CT imaging for cancer
diagnosis

Folic acid–dendrimer–
AuNPs–Gd

Targeted imaging of
tumors using CT/MR

Computer
tomography (CT)

Hollow AuNPs–doxorubicin
Photoacoustic

Prussian blue@AuNPs

Radiosensibility
improvement and CT
imaging of tumor xenograft
Cancer diagnosis and
guidance for photothermal
therapy

Evaluation

Reference

In vivo imaging for tumor bearing
BALB/c mice

[199]

In vitro and in vivo imaging for human
lung adenocarcinoma cells
Long half-time proved in
pharmacokinetic studies; in vivo blood
pool imaging in intravenously injected
mice and rats; in vivo imaging of
tumor bearing mice
High X-ray attenuation intensity and
reasonable r1 relaxivity; in vitro
xenograft tumor model; in vivo
imaging for tumor inoculated
BALB/c nude mice
In vivo tumor growth delaying and
weight reducing; in vivo imaging in
tumor bearing mice
In vivo imaging of tumor bearing mice
and complete photothermal ablation
with no recurrence
In vitro labeling of human umbilical
vein endothelial cells; in vivo imaging
for breast cancer tumor bearing mice;
resected xenografts for
immunohistochemistry staining and
tumor microvessel density measuring
In vivo biodistribution studies showing
extended blood circulation time,
24 h clearance
In vitro imaging for tumor xenograft
model; in vivo imaging on HeLa tumor
bearing BALB/c nude mice; in vitro
and in vivo photothermal ablation of
tumor cells; in vivo photothermal
imaging

[254]

[255]

[256]

[200]
[257]

Fe2O3/AuNPs/thiol-PEGcarboxyl/anti-CD105
antibodies

MR imaging of tumor
angiogenesis

Gd–dendrimer–AuNPs

MR/CT imaging

Fe3O4@Au–
polyethyleneimine–
hyaluronic acid

Targeted multifunctional
platform used in
MR/CT/thermal imaging
and photothermal therapy
of tumors

Ultrasound

Mesoporous silica
nanocapsule@Au–
perfluorohexane–PEG

Ultrasound-induced
cytoclasis, contrastintensified ultrasound (US)
imaging and US-guided
high intensity focused
ultrasound (HIFU) surgical
therapy

Ex vivo and in vivo ultrasound
imaging guided HIFU on rabbit
VX2 xenograft; in vivo thermal
ablation of the tumor

[261]

Positron–emission
tomography (PET)

Fe3O4–AuNPs–NOTA64
Cu/anti-EGFR

PET/MR imaging of
epidermal growth factor
receptor-positive tumors

In vitro and in vivo targeting for tumor
cells and contrast agent in PET/MR
imaging in EGFR-expressing tumor
bearing mice

[255]

Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI)

 Conclusions and future perspectives
The specific features related to silver and gold nanosized particles strongly recommend such structures for
potential biomedical applications. Their specific use in
designing and assessing of novel bionanomaterials is
clearly going to be an ongoing endeavor. We make this
assumption given the immediate demand of novel and
personalized therapeutic strategies and the distinctive
size-dependent properties assigned to both Ag and Au
nanodimensional particles. The peculiar features of these
structures have lately been intensively investigated and
the reported data (particularly, favorable interaction with
human tissues) recommend them as potential candidates
for manifold biomedical applications, including specific
and accurate diagnosis platforms.
Even though the current healthcare practice embraces
rather a conventional approach, the promising results
provided by novel engineered nanosystems based on

[258]

[259]

[260]

AgNPs and AuNPs seems to gain healthcare practitioners’
interest with respect to the development of patient-oriented
therapies. Regarding future perspectives of AgNPs and
AuNPs in diagnosis applications and not limited to, a
new trend will certainly be followed when considering the
latest research studies in this domain: green-synthesized
biocompatible nanoparticles, improved biological interactions, limited toxic or side effects, maximized physicochemical specific features.
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